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1.0 Introduction
Below please find an Urban Design Brief prepared by Heritagedowntowns.com and StudioCANOO
Architecture on behalf of Market Street Development Inc. for a Proposed Development of a ten-storey
mixed-use apartment building on the east side of Market Street between Nelson and Chatham Streets
in Brantford, Ontario.
This Urban Design Brief has been prepared according to City of Brantford requirements based on the
following sources:
•
•
•
•
•

City of Brantford Official Plan policies
City of Brantford Urban Design Guidelines for Intensification Proposals
Urban Design Brief – Terms of Reference
Downtown Master Plan (2007)
Downtown Streetscape Design Plan (2011)

Specifically, this Urban Design Brief responds to The Urban Design Guidelines for Intensification
Proposals -Section 7 – Intensification Corridors and Urban Growth Centre.
These policies and standards include those related to:
•
•
•
•

Compatibility with neighbourhood context;
Shadow impacts on adjacent properties;
Buffering to mitigate any identified impacts; and
Built form integration and transition between existing and proposed development.

We have visited the site, reviewed the most recent site plans, elevations and the preliminary Planning
Rationale, as well as the City Staff comments and other policy related materials that are available on
the City of Brantford ‘s web site.
The proposed development consists of a ten-storey apartment building and associated on-site parking.
This building is organized on the subject site to both frame the adjacent public streets at an appropriate
scale and to address the adjacent existing residential and commercial development surrounding the
subject site with a compatible built form in terms of type, scale and rear yard setbacks.
Fig. 1 – Community Context Map showing a 400 -meter radius around the subject site.
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2.0 Background / Existing Conditions
The subject site is located immediately north of the area generally defined as Downtown Brantford, and
borders on the northwest corner of the Victoria Park Heritage Conservation District. The 9 consolidated
properties together total approximately 4,775m2 / 0.47 hectares in an area bounded by Market Street on
the east side, Chatham Street at the north side, Nelson Street at the south side and the west property
line abuts residential properties at 29 Chatham Street and 46 and 42 Nelson Street.
The topography of the site is relatively flat and there is little vegetation on the site except for small lawns
associated with some of the existing buildings currently used as rental apartments. The lot fabric is
characterized by narrow frontages and deep yards, particularly the properties located between 130-138
Market Street; whereas 35 Chatham is much smaller in terms of lot area. The subject block is part of a
group of 7 city blocks between Colborne Street and Sheridan Street that are much larger than other
nearby city blocks. The street block pattern varies in the area of the subject site with consistent frontages
on Market Street, but the east-west length of the block of the subject Site being significantly longer than
the blocks on the west side of Market Street. West Street, which runs at an angle, shortens the blocks as
one proceeds northward.
There are 9 (nine) building structures on the subject Site. Eight of the buildings are listed in the City of
Brantford Inventory of Heritage Resources, and 1 building - #35 Chatham Street is designated under Part
IV of the Ontario Heritage Act. All the buildings have been fully documented in the Heritage Impact
Statement (HIS) which part of this Planning application. Currently there are 15 residential units located
within the 9 buildings as well as 3 commercial spaces. Building conditions have been assessed as being
Fair to Expired, indicative of on-going lack of maintenance, and alterations that have damaged the
architectural character of individual buildings. All buildings are two storeys in height, except 35 Chatham
Street which is one storey. In general terms the site can be characterized as underutilized with low-rise
development and surface parking occupying 50 % of the site in an area identified for intensification in
several city documents and strategies.
Market Street, north of Nelson Street, is defined as a General Commercial Area and a Mixed Commercial
Residential Area in the Official Plan and is outside of the Core Commercial Land Use Designation which
defines Downtown Brantford. The area is characterized as an older commercial area defined by 2-storey
buildings mainly developed between 1870 to 1914.These buildings reflect the typical architectural styles
from that time period, with many being listed in the City’s Inventory of Heritage Resources. There are
several landmark buildings nearby in the Victoria Park Heritage Conservation District. These include the
Brant County Court House and Jail and the Bell Canada Building. The area was once predominantly
residential, but over time became increasingly commercial in nature, creating a mixed-use area. There
are no significant views or vistas to or from the subject site. The area has a very diverse character, and
new infill development varies significantly, as there is no predominant style or identity in the immediate
area of the subject site. There are other significant uses and land-forms within the bounds of Downtown
Brantford, most notably the former Market Square Mall, the new Brantford Laurier YMCA Recreation
Centre, 150 Darling Street & 129 Wellington Street Apartment buildings and the Laurier’s Research and
Academic Centre, that demonstrate diverse architectural character, scale and massing like the Proposed
Development. All these examples have become part of the Downtown's identity.
As seen in Photographs 1-5, the immediate area around the subject site is characterized by many small
businesses on Market Street, with residential uses immediately adjacent on the side streets.
Progressively, as you go north on Market Street toward the CN Rail Underpass residential uses on Market
Street become more common. The streetscape along Market Street is an architecturally heterogeneous
environment, unified only by the predominant two-storey height of most of the buildings. Many of the
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buildings have been altered in a manner that detracts from the original character or display inadequate
maintenance. A list of the immediate surrounding land-uses are as follows:
30 Chatham St.
34-36 Chatham St.
38 Chatham St.
119 Market Street
121 Market Street
125 Market Street
129 Market Street
135 Market Street
139 Market Street
144-146 Market St.
150 Market Street
46 Nelson Street
51 Nelson Street

Capri Apartments (residential)
Residential
Residential
Mian’s Place (Take out Restaurant)
Residential
Stormy’s Convenience Store
Market Street Dental Office
Brandos (Bar)
Two Doors Down (Bar)
Residential
Feely Hardware
Residential
Dentistry on Nelson

The subject site is located within the Downtown Brantford Urban Growth Centre as defined under the
Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe and is in close proximity to both the Major Transit Station
and VIA Rail station. The area has been identified as an area for Intensification and Residential Infill by
the Province of Ontario when it was declared as an Urban Growth Centre in 2006, and by the City in the
Official Plan through the approval of OPA 125 in 2007.
Photo 1 – View from the corner of Chatham Street and Market Street with subject site on the right side
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Photo 2 – View looking south on Market Street from Chatham Street with subject site on the right side

Photo 3 – View looking west from Market Street towards Chatham Street with subject site to the left side
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Photo 4 – View looking south on Market Street at Nelson Street with the subject site on the right side

Photo 5 – View looking north on Market Street at the corner of Nelson Street with the subject site on the
left side
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Fig. 2 – Location / Site Context Map

3.0 Site Design
3.1 Description of Proposed Development
Built Form – The Proposed Development is a ten-storey apartment building constructed in poured
concrete. The building elevations are defined by a three-storey podium that rises to a height of 10.60
meters. Architecturally the podium has a legible architectural bay structure- 21 bays wide divided into
10 bay/1 bay/ 8 bay sub-sections being predominant, and 2 double bays slightly recessed. The podium
is the primary interface between the proposed building and the surrounding streetscape. Each potential
commercial shopfront is further articulated into 9 distinct 2-bay units. Along the east elevation (Market
Street frontage), the podium presents a 3-storey high stone clad elevation. The podium is notched at
the corners to accommodate the daylight triangle (depth of 4.5 meters). The 3rd storey is finished with a
cornice, and a second cornice terminates the 7th floor. There is a stepback at the fourth floor that is 1.5
meters deep and a second on the eighth floor of 0.4 meters. The top three floors are slightly recessed.
The entire slab type building rises to a maximum height of 33.02 meters along the front façade (Market
Street elevation). The greatest visual impact is on the Market Street elevation. To ease the visual
impact of the building, a generous and varied series of 5 stepbacks on the west elevation are proposed.
The stepbacks occur at the 8th, 7th, 6th, 5th and 3rd storeys on both the north and south elevations.
The Chatham Street elevation presents as a 3-storey wing of 10.6 meters and articulated into subsets,
predominately 2 bays in width. These stepbacks now create new opportunities for additional amenity
spaces for the residents if desired. The mechanical penthouse is 3.5 meters in height and is well below
the maximum permitted height. The main entrance to the lobby is recessed 2 meters, is 4.5 meters
wide, and is located in the centre of the front faced. Commercial space dominates the ground floor of
the market Street frontage with a total of 736.8 m2 (7,930 feet) of open, flexible space that can be
configured to suit future office and commercial tenants.
Setbacks- setbacks of the Podium to the street are as follows (from the property line)
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•
•
•
•

North Side (Chatham Street) – 2.0 meters
East Side (Market Street) -varies from 2.25 to 3.71 meters
South Side (Nelson Street) – 3.22 meters
West Side – 1.51 meters on Nelson and 0.77 meters on Chatham

Parking - The west or rear elevation is dedicated to parking access and provision (visitor parking,
loading and garbage pick up). The main entrance to the underground parking (118 spaces) is located
off Nelson Street, while access to surface parking (36 spaces), podium parking on the second floor (51
spaces) and servicing is off Chatham Street accessed via an entryway through the building podium to
the interior of the site. Location of parking (surface or underground), driveways ramps and drop-off
areas, and internal driveways can be seen in the site plan (Figure 3). A Circulation Plan has been
included as Appendix 4.
See Appendix 3 for the Floor plans.
Residential Unit Count
Ground Floor 10 units
Second Floor 17 units
Third Floor 27 units
Fourth Floor 25 units
Fifth Floor 23 units
Sixth Floor 23 units
Seventh Floor 21 units
Eighth Floor 17 units
Ninth Floor 17 units
Total 200 units
Density - the proposed density is 417 Units per Hectare.
Building Characteristics and Amenities
•
•
•
•
•

The building orientation is facing east with the majority of the residential units getting sunlight
throughout much of the day – particularly in morning and early afternoon.
Podium articulation and detailing – as described on Section 3.1
Residents will have easy access to public transit
Residents will have onsite bicycle parking/storage
A Landscape Plan for the ground level streetscape and Rooftop deck was prepared by GSP
Group and is included as Appendix 5 in this report. City sidewalks will be enhanced along
Market Street with the introduction of coloured concrete banding, a stamped coloured band at
the edge of the building, and permeable pavers along the street curbside between the
proposed planting beds. Sod and foundation plantings are proposed along the Nelson Street
and Chatham Street elevations, along with additional boulevard trees proposed for Chatham
Street. The design elements follow the recommended materials outlined in the City’s Downtown
Streetscape Design Plan (2011) for bike racks, seating, waste receptacles, planters, and
plantings. The rooftop patio on the third floor is a green roof system that demonstrates many
green features. This includes extensive plantings of sedums, grasses, perennials and shrubs.
These plantings are in a lightweight planting medium about 100ml in depth that will help mitigate
urban heat island effect while absorbing run-off. The pavers are permeable, in that they built on
a raised podium with gaps allowing rapid drainage off the roof. The Boardwalk is made of wood
planks creating an attractive pathway for the users. A variety of seating opportunities and
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settings are available for the residents. Further enhancements to the design could be
considered at the site plan control phase.
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Building Materials - Material on first three floors will be large, smooth composite limestone units, on
floors 4-7 the material will be buff coloured brick, with 2 highest floors in a composite aluminum panel in
a light matte aluminium colour. The proposed development is characterized by a 3-storey podium
inspired by nearby designated heritage buildings. To distinguish the podium from the main slab, above
the podium is shown being finished in smaller scale materials including buff coloured brick from the 4th
to 7th storeys, and the remaining 3 storeys finished in an aluminum composite panels to assist in
reducing the visual impact. Main entrance is defined by black granite finishes referencing the entrances
seen at 70 and 84 Market Street and 50 Wellington Street.
Green Infrastructure - will be employed in the proposed building in several ways. Wall and roof
insulation levels will be 50% higher than code and high-performance windows will be installed. For
HVAC heat pumps will be used as these types of systems would give the most flexibility to the
commercial tenants, as the heat from the commercial spaces could be recycled. For ventilation
continuous washroom ventilation through energy recovery units, and outdoor air back to the corridors
and to suites through transfer ducts is proposed. The range hoods would still be vented straight out, but
the roof mounted ECM fan would modulate based on how many ranges hoods are in use on the same
stack. For plumbing it is proposed that reusing the storm water captured in a cistern for irrigation and
flushing the toilets be employed.
Location of servicing - Two waste receptacles will be placed on the surface parking lot at the western
property line , accessed by an entry way off Chatham Street. Further analysis and confirmation of
compliance can be carried out at the site plan stage. See Appendix 4 for the Circulation Plan which
provides diagrams showing pedestrian and vehicular circulation in and around the subject site.
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Fig. 3 – Site Plan ground floor
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Drawing 1 — 3D Concept Drawing showing northeast perspective
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Drawing 2 — Northeast perspective of the proposed development – corner of Chatham and Market
Streets. Note stepbacks along Chatham Street elevation

Drawing 3 — Southeast perspective of the proposed development - corner of Nelson and Market Streets
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Drawing 4 — Southwest Perspective showing the rear elevation of the proposed development seen from
Nelson Street . Note podium parking structure, surface parking and ramp to underground parking in this
perspective

Drawing 5 — Northwest Perspective showing the rear el evation of the proposed development seen from
Chatham Street. Entrance to interior, surface and podium parking are seen from this perspective .
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3.2 Compatibility with the Neighbourhood Context
There are no area-specific urban design guidelines for the subject lands, but the City of Brantford’s
Urban Design Guidelines for Intensification Proposals does guide proponents and their proposals for
new development. The residents of the Proposed Development are within a ten-minute walk of a
number of nearby employment centres, including the City of Brantford, Brantford Laurier University,
Conestoga College and many service commercial and office establishments. In addition, the 736 m2 or
7,930 square feet of commercial / office space on the ground floor could translate into 40 office jobs or
16 restaurant positions based on standard measurements:
• For office space of 1 job /200 square feet;
• For a restaurant at 1 job /500 square feet.
This proposal conforms to many of the guidelines in the City of Brantford Urban Design Manual as follows:
•
•

•
•

The subject site is located in the Urban Growth Centre where the policies encourage buildings
taller than 8-storeys;
The building presents a continuous streetwall built to the front property line along Market Street.
The three-storey podium has a frontage of 76 meters, which is articulated as three distinct units,
and is further subdivided into 9 functional commercial storefronts;
The ground floor material is about 80% clear glass, and the ground floor height is 4.5 meters; and
Mechanical penthouse is about 3.5 meters in height.

A key measure to determine compatibility with the adjacent buildings and transition to the low-rise
neighbourhood surrounding the proposed building is the use of stepbacks, distance and undertaking
studies such as sun/shadow analysis and angular plane studies to determine impacts and assess
compatibility.
Stepbacks vary between the elevations of the Proposed Development. Along the east (Market Street)
elevation there is a stepback of 1.5 meters at the 4th floor and a second stepback of 0.4 meter on the
8th floor. On the south elevation (Nelson Street) and the north elevation (Chatham Street) there are
stepbacks on the 8th, 7th, 6th, 5th and 3rd floors. The north elevation is primarily 3-storeys for a length
of 10 meters.
Another key measure is the minimum distance of 5.5 meters from existing adjacent buildings that have
windows on their side facing walls. The distances from property line to property line on both Nelson Street
(south side) and Market Street (west side) is about 20 meters across the road right of way. The westerly
property line is less than 5.5 meters, but the Proposed Development is three storeys in height at that
point.
The angular plane study shows that the building design does achieve the intent of the urban design
guidelines as the angular plane encroaches into the Market Street corridor. The Sun/Shadow analysis in
Section 4 indicates findings similar to the desired urban design outcomes.
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3.3 Design Influences on the Proposed New Construction
Part of the purpose of the Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) prepared for this proposal was to guide the
proponent to design a new building that would fit within the existing context. Particular attention was
paid to the architectural legacy of the International Style of modern architecture within the adjacent
Victoria Park Heritage Conservation District (HCD), and particularly the works of Brantford architect
Leslie H. Kemp. Inspiration for the new construction on the subject site comes from three important
heritage designated buildings on the east side of Market Street in the Victoria Park HCD. These
buildings are: TD / Canada Trust building (70 Market Street); the Canadian Foresters Building (84
Market Street) and the Bell Canada Building (86 Market Street). All three buildings are approximately
the same height, each covers about one-half city block, is square in shape and have central main
entrances. All share an austere stone finish and solid blocky character. Another important nearby
comparable example is the former Brantford Hydro building at 50 Wellington Street. Therefore, the
design of the proposed building draws inspiration from Brantford’s modernist architecture of the 1950s
and 1960s.
3.4 Responding to Heritage Character through Massing, Scale and Materiality
As noted, the design of the proposed building draws inspiration from the Canadian Foresters Building,
the Bell Building and the former Brantford Hydro Building. The new proposed development, though not
in the Victoria Park HCD, does conform to many of the architectural guidelines provided in the HCD
Plan. This is achieved through the design of the podium to visually align to the height, articulation and
materiality of these significant designated buildings. Therefore, the quality of the new design is
identified as a mitigation in the HIS. The building addresses its context through a 10-storey height limit,
building materials, articulation and mixed-use development. It is our opinion that the right development
solution for the site has been achieved through this process as detailed in the following points:
•

Total building frontage of the proposed building is 76 meters (249.3 feet). The frontage is
visually divided into 3 sections of 127 feet, 21.3 feet and 100 feet. The total frontage is similar in
scale to both the Bell Canada Building and Brant County Courthouse. The building is broken
down into two block faces with the main entrance slightly recessed 2 meters (6.5 feet). This
creates the impression of two building facades similar in size to the Canadian Foresters Building
(107 feet). These subsets of the front façade should have enough definition at be clearly
articulated as distinct façade features.

•

The proposed building references the existing character through the use of the International
Modernist style seen best in the Brantford Hydro building and in a simplified Canadian Foresters
Building, both designed by Brantford architect Leslie H. Kemp.

•

The lower three floors as the podium are defined by a smooth, warm composite limestone
veneer. The stone veneer is terminated at fourth floor (10.600-meter level) and the edge is
defined with a strong simple cornice line in alignment with the previously referenced heritage
buildings to the south, with a stepback of 1.5 meters to reinforce the profile of the podium. The
ground floor material of the front facade is about 80% clear glass.

•

The main central entrance is defined in black referencing the black granite entrances at 70
Market, 84 Market and 50 Wellington.

•

Clean, sharp building edges as seen in the TD Canada Trust and former Brantford Hydro
buildings are proposed.

•

The ten-storey building height is still considered mid-rise height and is compatible to the
Heritage Conservation District in terms increasing density without overwhelming its
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surroundings.
The proposed building will provide a strong visual boundary north of the Heritage Conservation
District. The visual impact of the proposed building is reduced by using three different building
materials - large limestone units, buff coloured brick and composite aluminium panels in a light
matte aluminium colour.

4.0 Shadow Impacts on Adjacent Properties
StudioCANOO Architecture has prepared a shadow analysis which was prepared as part of the Heritage
Impact Statement and this Urban Design Brief. The Shadow Study analyzes the shadow impacts of the
Proposed Development and was prepared in reference to City of Brantford policies. StudioCANOO
Architecture used a computer-generated 3D massing model of the Development to generate shadows
and used the model to indicate casting of shadows during spring/fall equinox (March 21st and September
21st) and summer and winter solstice (June 21st and December 21st ). The City of Brantford Urban Design
Manual indicates that the key success factor is that the study should demonstrate that a minimum of 5
hours of sunlight per day is achieved on boulevards across the street from the proposed building between
March 21st and September 21st .
In the analysis below, because of the position and orientation of the 10-storey building, the majority of
shadows throughout the year will fall onto the parking area of the subject site and the only times shadow
impacts on adjacent residential areas to the west are in the early morning (before 8 AM). Commercial
uses on the west side of Market Street will be affected in the late afternoon, typically after 3PM. 46 Nelson
is the the only property minimally affected with shadowing in the early morning. Buildings on the south
side of Nelson are not affected by the proposed building. The Market Street boulevard should receive
sunlight from 9 am till 2 pm. Chatham Street will experience some intermittent shadowing between 8 am
and 10 am. The study determines that the Proposed Development casts minimal shadows during the
summer solstice and that do not affect the residential area to the west. Shadows are most extreme during
the winter months, when shadows will extend over the commercial and residential areas on the west side
of Market Street in the late afternoon.
The Study concludes that shadows generated by the development are within a minimal and acceptable
range. The proposed development is not anticipated to result in adverse effects due to negative or
unusual shadowing impacts on abutting properties. The proposed building height is higher than permitted
in the surrounding residential area, but adequate setbacks on the north elevation and separation will be
provided for.
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Fig. 3 — shadows during the summer solstice (June 21 s t ).

Fig. 4 — shadows during spring/fall equinox (March 21 s t and September 21 s t )
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Fig. 5 — shadows cast during winter solstice (December 21 s t ).

5.0 Summary - Built Form Integration, Buffering and Transition Between
Existing and Proposed Development
The design of the Proposed Development conforms to most of the guidelines and policy intentions of
the City of Brantford. Currently, the site (0.47 hectares) can be characterized as fully-serviced,
underutilized, with low-rise development and surface parking. Tenant spaces at the existing 15
residential units and 3 commercial spaces are of marginal quality and generally in poor condition. It is
proposed that the existing built form be replaced with a 10-storey mixed-use building. The building
height is defined as mid-rise, therefore the building increases density without visually overwhelming its
surroundings.
Heritage significance of the existing buildings was assessed in the Heritage Impact Statement. The
findings indicate that most of the buildings have no cultural heritage value and none of the properties
are provincially significant. The main issue that remains, is one of community familiarity with this site
and the inherent resistance to change.
Part of the analysis undertaken in the Heritage Impact Statement was to provide design guidance for
the Proposed Development based on important nearby designated heritage buildings. This influence
focused on the creation of an architecturally compatible podium that is 10.60 meters in height.
Articulation of the front elevation of the podium into three distinct subsets with enough definition to be
understood as distinct façade features was achieved. The design of the podium visually aligns to the
height, articulation and materiality of the significant designated buildings. This solution was deemed as
a mitigation in the HIS to address in part the removal of the existing buildings.
We submit that the key test as noted in the Heritage Impact Statement can be interpreted as a
question: Does the new building prevent one from experiencing and appreciating the heritage value of
the adjacent Victoria Park Heritage Conservation District, nearby designated buildings and other listed
buildings in the vicinity? It is our conclusion is that the proposed development does not prevent this.
The conclusion is based on assessments of each existing building on the subject site, and a review of
the proposed design, including sun/shadow studies and 3D modeling images. Our analysis concludes
that the shadows generated by the development are within the acceptable range as defined by the City
of Brantford.
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The properties bordering the rear (westerly) edge of the subject site will be the most affected by the
Proposed Development. The back of the Proposed Development is characterized by surface parking
and a parking podium structure that is two-storeys in height, with outdoor amenity space on the roof
deck of the parking structure accessible from the third floor The proposed setbacks from the property
line are 1.51 m on Nelson Street and 0.77 m on Chatham Street. 46 Nelson Street, which is a two-unit
rental property, is the most significantly impacted adjacent property by the Proposed Development. Up
to 6 windows on the east side wall are facing the subject site. The ramp to the underground parking will
be immediately adjacent to 46 Nelson Street. The ramp is 6.3 m wide, and the total setback from main
building podium to the rear property line on the Nelson Street elevation is 6.74m.
The 763m2 of new office/retail/commercial space at grade will create a vibrant streetscape by creating
new office, retail and commercial uses along with increased residential density to generate pedestrian
activity. The land-uses anticipated include a co-share office space, a restaurant and a gym. As this
project is located on the east side of Market Street pedestrian comfort should be achieved and
augmented by improvements to the streetscape resulting from this development. The design places
building entrances and retail uses fronting onto the sidewalk, thereby creating an interesting and
attractive streetscape for pedestrians. Entrance doors to the commercial units will open inward and will
not encroach into the public right-of-way.
The Landscape Plan for the ground level streetscape will further enhance Market Street with the
introduction of coloured concrete banding and permeable pavers along the street curbside between the
proposed planting beds. Sod and foundation plantings are proposed along the Nelson Street and
Chatham Street elevations, along with additional boulevard trees proposed for Chatham Street. The
design elements follow the recommended materials outlined in the City’s Downtown Streetscape
Design Plan (2011) for bike racks, seating, waste receptacles, planters, and plantings. A rationale for
not including daylight triangles is included as section 5.6 in the Planning Justification Report.
In Summary, it is our opinion that this development will be a net benefit to the community. It satisfies
the policies of the Official Plan, bringing people to Downtown Brantford and increasing residential
density in the Urban Growth Centre. Both conditions support downtown renewal and viability,and will
help downtown become a complete community. All efforts to relocate the designated heritage cottage
at # 35 Chatham Street are being considered as part of the consideration of alternatives, mitigation
and conservation methods outlined in the Heritage Impact Statement.
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6.0 Conclusion
This proposal is for a mid-rise, mixed use building. It is acknowledged that the proposed building is
different than the existing low-rise urban built form around the subject site. It is introducing a new
character and identity as envisaged by municipal policies and the Urban Growth Centre goal of increased
residential intensification. The site plan works with the urban block framework of Market Street, and the
high density of shop fronts proposed for the ground floor will help reinforce the “main street” character of
Market Street, and its importance within the hierarchy of streets in Downtown Brantford. Justification for
reducing the daylight triangles is provided in the Planning Justification Report. A Circulation Plan
(Appendix 4) and Landscape Plan (Appendix 5) provide further detail on this proposed development.
Mitigation of the height and density is proposed through the building being within the mid-rise height
definition, use of high-quality materials such as limestone veneer and brick, and drawing design
inspiration for the podium from nearby three storey designated heritage buildings. The design references
to the historic architecture has been demonstrated in the Heritage Impact Statement.
This Proposed Development contributes to the neighbourhood and community by creating rental
apartments where they are needed most – in the Urban Growth Centre, near the Major Transit Station.
This project should be seen as Transit-Oriented Development because of its density and location close
to transit infrastructure.
The applicant intends to implement where possible the streetscape elements defined in the City’s
Downtown Streetscape Design Plan (2011) to enhance the role of Market Street as an important
downtown street. The proposed site plan shows a widened sidewalk on both Market and Nelson Streets
until such time the City of Brantford decides to widen the Right-of-Way in the future. There are a variety
of uses, building forms, intensities, architectural styles, and lot sizes in the downtown area, and the
proposed development is anticipated to positively contribute to the streetscape and the neighbourhood.
We are of the opinion that the Proposed Development is compatible with the existing development in the
area, and represents good planning.

Respectfully submitted

Mark Gladysz, MES, RPP, OPPI
Urban Planner

Greg Latimer ,OAA
studioCANOO Architecture
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Appendix 1 – Drawing - Angular Plane Study
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Appendix 2 – Street Elevations of the Proposed Development
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Appendix 3 – Floor Plans
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Appendix 4 – Circulation Plan
Vehicular and pedestrian movements are separated as
much as possible. Surface parking in the site’s interior is
reserved for short term visitors (36 spaces), while
residents will park underground (118 spaces) or in the
parking podium (51 spaces). Instances of pedestrians
travelling the site’s interior are anticipated to be limited
as there is no reason to. Waste Removal and Delivery
vehicles will enter and exit from Chatham Street. Access
to the underground parking is provided via a ramp from
Nelson Street.

Figure 1 – Diagram shows pedestrian circulation and
movement around the proposed development. Pedestrians
will use public sidewalks and will primarily access the
building from Market Street either through the lobby to
acces s the apartments, or directly enter the commercial
uses from doors directly off the sidewalk. Elevators and
stairs will provide access for residents to/from the
underground parking garage.
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Figure 2 – Diagram shows waste removal trucks will
access the interior of the site through a entry way
from Chatham Street. Waste will be collected by a
private contractor. It will be stored in an interior
underground garbage room and brought outside to a
concrete pad adjacent to the west property line for
pickup. Adequate space has been provided for full
truck access and exiting.
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Figure 3 – Diagram shows access for delivery
vehicles via the entry way from Chatham Street
with adequate space for full truck access and
exiting.
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Appendix 5 – Landscape Plan
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